
Fill in the gaps

All Of Your Love by Hellogoodbye

Girl, you wanted

To shut it all off and  (1)________  a run for the door

It's so hard

To  (2)________  it

For  (3)__________  inch we get we need a  (4)________ 

more

But  (5)__________  is  (6)____________  so much distance

can't but feel it somehow

But you  (7)________  never ever felt it  (8)________  you 

(9)________  it right now

I'm closing off inside and I was  (10)________  just starting

But you can't be close enough unless I'm feeling your 

(11)__________  beat

All of your love

Was all that I needed

All of your love

Was all that I needed

Girl

What are you doing now?

And are you going out?

Or has your life shut down?

Are you there?

This thing keeps cutting out

I feel like freaking out

But we keep reaching out

But there is  (12)____________  so much distance can't but 

(13)________  it somehow

But you have never ever  (14)________  it  (15)________  you

feel it right now

I'm closing off inside and I was  (16)________   (17)________

 starting

But you can't be  (18)__________  enough 

(19)____________  I'm feeling your heart beat

All of  (20)________  love

Was all that I needed

All of your love

Was all  (21)________  I needed

Girl

It's hard enough

Just to  (22)________  around, yeah

It's hard enough

Just to  (23)________  around

I wanted you

Oh, I wanted you

Girl I  (24)____________  you to move

Oh, I wanted you

Girl I wanted you

Oh, I wanted you to move

Around

Around

All of your love

Is all  (25)________  I need

All of your love

Is all that I need 
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. make

2. make

3. every

4. mile

5. there

6. always

7. have

8. like

9. feel

10. only

11. heart

12. always

13. feel

14. felt

15. like

16. only

17. just

18. close

19. unless

20. your

21. that

22. move

23. move

24. wanted

25. that
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